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Abstract 
We give a very short proof of uniqueness of solutions of equations regarding observation 
congruence, the main notion of equality, over Milner’s process calculus. @ 1999-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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Uniqueness of solutions of equations with respect to observation congruence in 
Milner’s process calculus is a very important result and it has many significant ap- 
plications (for examples, see [ 1, Chs. 5 and 61. The purpose of this short note is to 
give an easier proof of this result. 
First, for convenience, we display some definitions and lemmas needed in the sequel. 
Definition 1 (cf. Milner [3, p. 3, lines 5-81). S is a (weak) bisimulation up to zz if 
PSQ implies, for all c(, 
(i) Whenever P % P’ then, for some Q’, Q 4 Q’ and P’ MS x Q’. 
(ii) Whenever Q 4 Q’ then, for some P’, P 4 P’ and P’ x S M Q’. 
The following lemma is necessary in the proof of Proposition 3, but it is also of 
significance independently. 
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Lemma 1. Let S be such that PSQ implies, for all LX, 
(i) Whenever P%3Pp, (~20) then, for some Q’, Q&Q’ and P’zS%Q’, 
(ii) Whenever Q s 3 Q’ (p 3 0) then, for some P’, P% P’ and P’ M S M Q’. 
Then S is a bisimulation up to M. 
Proof. Suppose that P 5 PI 3 P{ 2 P’ for some p 2 0 and q > 0. We want to show 
that for some Q’, Q 4 Q’ and P’ M S M Q’. From the condition, we have some Qi such 
that Q =$ Q,’ and P/ cz USV M Qi for some U and V. Thus, for some r 20 and U’, it 
holds that U 5 U’ and P’ = U’. If r = 0, then P’ z U’ = USV M Qi and it suffices to 
take Q’ E Q{. If Y > 0, then U ‘z’ 5 U’ and the condition asserts that there must be 
some V’ such that V & V’ and U’ z S M V’. Again, we can find some Q’ with Qi & Q’ 
and V’zQ’. Then QSQ’ and P’zU’zSz V’zQ’. 0 
Definition 2 (cf. Mimer [l, Definition 7.41). X is sequential in E if every subexpres- 
sion of E which contains X, apart from X itself, is of the form cc.F or c F. 
Definition 3 (cf. Milner [l, Definition 7.51). X is guarded in E if each occurrence 
of X is within some subexpression of E of the form 1. F. 
Lemma 2 (cf. Milner [ 1, Lemma 7.121). Let G be guarded and sequential, vats(G) C 
2, and let G(P/g} 4 P’. Then there is an expression H such that G -% H, P’ = HIP/ 
2) and, for any 3, G{Q/J}$ H{e/T}. A4 oreover H is sequential, vars(H) Cx, and 
tf a = z then H is also guarded. 
The main result in [l, Section 7.31 is the following 
Proposition 3 (cf. Milner [ 1, Proposition 7.131). Let ,!? be guarded and sequential ex- 
pressions with free variables Cx, and let P =E(P/z), Q =E{Q/z}. Then P =e. 
The original proof of the above proposition given in [I], pp. 158-160 is quite tricky 
and complicated. Here, we present a much shorter and more straightforward proof of 
this proposition: 
Proof. We set 
S={(G{P/‘},G{~/~}): G is guarded and sequential, and vars(G) ~2). 
(1) By using Lemma 2 repeatedly (especially noting that “if c1= r then H is also 
guarded”), we know that for any guarded and sequential G with vars(G) Cx, 
-- TP 
(i) if G{P/X} -+ 3 P’, then there exists a sequential H such that P’ E H{P/!} and 
G{Q/??} 25 H{Q/%}; and 
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(ii) if G{Q/X} 4 -% Q’, then there exists a sequential H such that Q’ E H(G 12) and 
G{F/F} 52 H{&?}. 
Noticing [l, Proposition 7.71 and that H is sequential, E is guarded and sequential, 
and H{.!?/L?} is also guarded and sequential, we obtain H{F/_?} = H {i 
{p/J?}/z} = H{@?}{~/~} S H{_!?/~}{@?} = H{i{@?}/z} = H{&??}. Thus, 
with [l, Proposition 7.41 we can assert that 
-- T/J 
(i)’ if G{P/X } ---f L P’, then there exists Q’ such that G{&?} 2 5 Q’ and P’ xz 
SzQ’; and 
(ii)’ if G{&%} 115 3 Q’, then there exists P’ such that G{F/F} 2 5 P’ and P’ = 
S=Q’. 
(2) From Lemma 1, [ 1, Proposition 5.61 and (1) we know that S is a bisimulation 
up to = and for any guarded and sequential G with vars(G) Cx, 
(i)” if G{F/F} 5 P’, then there exists Q’ such that G{&?} 3Q’ and P’ M Q’; and 
(ii)” if G{Q/g} : Q’, then there exists P’ such that G{F/‘} 3 P’ and P’ M Q’. 
This means that C_{P/T} = G{&z}. 
(3) For any Xi EX, Ei is guarde_d an_d sequential. Thus, P, =E;{F/g} =&{Q/T} = 
Qi (see [I, Proposition 7.5]), and P =Q. 0 
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